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2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Managing Agile ProjectsBy
Eddie HutchinsonI fear I may have made a poor choice in choosing this book as
my introduction to Agile Project Management (APM). Although the book outlines
some of the main principles of Agile Methodology quite well, it often leans
towards the author's area of expertise, Extreme Programming (XP). In the book's
introduction it is suggested that if you were new to APM it may be a good idea to
start at Chapter 10: "Transitioning From The Familiar", then return to beginning
of the book. I followed the suggestion but that should've given me a clue.On the
positive side, each chapter is contains activities that can be implemented to put
Agile methodology to practice. For example, in the Chapter dedicated to APM
practice, Open Information, some of the activities described there include:
Collocate Team Members, Use of Information Radiators, Conduct Daily Stand-Up
Meetings, etc...0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. A must read for
Agile Project Managment consultants!By James William MartinManaging Agile
Projects by Sanjiv Augustine is an excellent review of agile project methodology.
I have used the principles discussed in this book to repeatedly reduce project cycle
time and enable my teams to meet very tight delivery schedules. The book is an
excellent read for managers and contains a lot of great tips as well as interesting
figures and tables. It reminds me of the classic IT book entitled Peopleware. It can
be read in one or two business trips.2 of 3 people found the following review
helpful. A 'must' for the agile libraryBy Alejandro BerganzaThis book is simply
great as a follow-up reading after getting acquainted with agility. The
understanding of many concepts cracks open, and exciting possibilities of
application are displayed. It immediately shows itself as very useful.The value I
have obtained from this book vastly exceeds its price, and I definitely recommend
it.I think it should not however be the very 'first' book to read on the subject lest it
loses a regrettable portion of its value and excitement. It should be preceded by or
accompanied by the reading the fudamental concepts.
Offers a guide to effective project management in many business settings. This
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